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Tracking with occlusions via graph cuts ´ Bugeau Nicolas Papadakis and Aurelie Abstract This work presents a new method for tracking and segmenting along time interacting objects within an image sequence. One major contribution of the paper is the formalization of the notion of visible and occluded parts. For each object, we aim at tracking these two parts. Assuming that the velocity of each object is driven by a dynamical law, predictions can be used to guide the successive estimations. Separating these predicted areas into good and bad parts with respect to the final segmentation and representing the objects with their visible and occluded parts permits handling partial and complete occlusions. To achieve this tracking, a label is assigned to each object and an energy function representing the multi-label problem is minimized via a graph cuts optimization. This energy contains terms based on image intensities, that enable segmenting and regularizing the visible parts of the objects. It also includes terms dedicated to the management of the occluded and disappearing areas, that are defined on the areas of prediction of the objects. The results on several challenging sequences prove the strength of the proposed approach. Index Terms Tracking, interacting objects, occlusions, graph cuts optimization.
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I NTRODUCTION



Despite lot of attention being dedicated to this problem over the last twenty years, tracking segmented objects remains a very concerning problem in computer vision. In particular, the problem of dealing correctly with occlusions is still an open subject. 1.1 State of the art on tracking As presented in the recent review [33], three main categories of tracking methods exist: point, kernel and silhouette tracking. Here, we only focus on the latter which aims at extracting successive segmentations of the target over time using a temporal consistency. This consistency is often obtained using optical flow estimations. The modeling of the dynamics also enables dealing with the occlusions of an object. The silhouette tracking algorithms can be decomposed into two groups, depending on whether the silhouette is represented by a set of parameters [17], [31] or by a continuous energy function. As parametric representation does not handle well topology changes without incorporating complex shape priors as in [9], this paper only concentrates on energy function methods. In such works, the object boundary is mostly defined by the zero level set of a continuous function [12], [15], [26], [27], [29]. However, these methods suffer from a high computational cost that we would like to avoid. Using graph cuts is one solution to accelerate the tracking process. The advantages of min-cut/max-flow optimization are its low computational cost and the fact that it converges to the global minimum without getting stuck in local minima. This kind of approach was first used for tracking in [32] where the contour of the object at previous time is dilated into a narrow band. A graph is then constructed on this band, which results in a segmentation of the object. Nevertheless, as no temporal information is included, this • Barcelona Media - Imatge Grup, Avenida Diagonal 177, 08017 Barcelona, Espa˜na
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method is unable to deal with large displacements and complete occlusions. Graph cuts have also been used in [11] to successively segment one object or layer through time using motion information and in [14] for kernel tracking. To our knowledge there are only two kind of works [22], [23] and [5], [6] that rely on graph cuts minimization to segment and track multiple objects whilst using the object velocity or a dynamical model. These two types of methods are based on a prediction of the target at the next instance, through a velocity estimation, followed by its correction with a graph cuts segmentation method. In [22], [23], Malcolm et al. define a method in which the velocity of each object is modeled by an auto-regressive model to provide a prediction for the next time step. A distance to the prediction is taken into account so that the successive segmentations are spatially constrained. This model then enables the process to be quite consistent in time. To consider strong changes of motion, the authors compute, for each object, a scalar coefficient which represents the error of prediction in order to weight the influence of predictions. However, the segmentations are quite unstable in time. Moreover, it does not cope well with partial and total occlusions as there is no specific process for dealing with interacting objects. In [5], [6], Bugeau and P´erez used external detections to help track objects. All the pixels belonging to the objects are here represented. This method can be viewed as a filtering of the tracked objects with image intensity and external observations, without any need to associate objects and detections beforehand. These detections enable the process to be robust to partial occlusions, and, if the motion of the target is simple enough, to total occlusions also. On the other hand, no dynamical model is considered, as the motion is computed independently at each time using the Lucas-Kanade motion estimator [21]. The tracking is done in two phases of graph cuts: an individual tracking of each object, and a separation (through segmentation) of the possibly merged objects. 1.2 Discussion on graph construction In the graphs built in [22], [23] one vertex corresponds to one pixel of the image. This classic and simple representation limits the occlusion management. Namely, when an object is occluded (by the background or by another object), it can not be represented using only one vertex per pixel. The graph representation used in [5], [6] leads to some interesting points: the vertices are not only the pixels of the image, but there is also an extra vertex for each object detection, which enforces the temporal consistency of the successive segmentations. These additional vertices allow associating external observations to the tracked objects. Thus this graph can consider information outside the pixel grid. The idea of using additional vertices that consider the state of objects was originally proposed in [11], [18]. These works concern the estimation of disparity from stereo images and combine dynamic programming approaches with graph cuts resolution. The authors associate state segmentation (coming from the three and four-state moves algorithms of [8], [10]) with spatial labeling of the pixels. The model proposed in this paper is related to this approach, as we will consider the state of predicted pixels (good if a predicted pixel of an object belongs to the final segmentation of this object or bad otherwise) simultaneously with the object segmentations. Nevertheless, the visual representation of the graph will be closer to the one of [5], [6]. 1.3 Contributions of the paper Through this work, we seek to combine the advantages of the two kinds of previously described tracking methods [5], [6], [22], [23]. More precisely, we are interested in tracking and segmenting several (possibly interacting) objects with a fast and accurate dynamic segmentation process. In particular, we focus on the occlusion representation and management. Knowing the initialization of the objects of interest at the first frame of an image sequence, we aim at tracking them along time. No assumption about static background is made.
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To realize this multi-target tracking, each object is represented as a set of pixels that can be visible or occluded. Several objects can then be associated with a single pixel of the current image, but only one object will be visible. We introduce an energy involving a temporal consistency between visible and occluded parts of the objects, through a system of predictions. The pixels predicted by the dynamics of the objects are indeed segmented in two parts and labeled as good or bad. The predicted pixels of an object that will finally belong to the segmentation of this object are considered as good predictions while the other pixels will represent the bad predicted areas. Hence, the whole representation has the capability of dealing easily with the partial and total occlusions of the targets, while taking into account errors of prediction. Our model then fully describes what is happening during real tracking applications: appearance, disappearance and occlusions. The energy is finally minimized with a graph cuts optimization. Despite the similarity with the energy minimized in the work of [22], [23], we would like to emphasize that the overall process took most inspiration from [5], [6] and [19]. Indeed, we first added additional vertices to the classical image graph following [5], [6]. We also adapted the principle of active vertices (good and bad predictions) as well as the binary function that models occlusions and rejects impossible labeling from [19]. 1.4 Important definitions and notations Here, we focus on multiple objects tracking. We will assume that N objects are involved and denote as Ωt ⊂ R2 the set of pixels at time t of the image I(x, t). The image I(x, t) varies spatially with the pixel x ∈ Ωt and temporally with t ∈ [0, +∞). We will refer to the ith object at time t by Oit . Let us now consider that only a subset of the pixels of each object is visible. To that end, we define an object as follows. Definition 1.1: An object Oit is represented by the union of two disjoint subsets: the visible set Vit and the occluded set Oit \Vit . These two subsets form a partition of the object, so Vit ⊂ Oit . Such an object representation allows dealing with occlusion, as illustrated in Figure 1.



V2



V1 V0



O2



O1 O0



(a)



(b)



Fig. 1. Illustration of the definition of objects: The object 1 (resp. 2) is represented by the full (resp. dashed) line. (a) The visible parts of the objects (V1 and V2 ) and the background (V0 ) form a partition of the image domain Ω. (b) The whole objects area can intersect themselves in case of occlusions (O1 ∩ O2 6= ∅).



We will assume that the initial segmentation Oi0 of each object i at time 0 is known. We also suppose that the objects are initially entirely visible (Oi0 = Vi0 ). From this initial segmentation, a color distribution can be built for each object (from I(x, 0) and x ∈ Vi0 ) and the probability Pi (x) of a pixel x ∈ Ωt to belong to an object i can be computed. The subscript i = 0 will be reserved for the background. Note that, at each time t, the visible parts of the objects and the background form a partition of the image domain: t t t t ∪N i=0 Vi = Ω and Vi ∩ Vj = ∅, ∀i 6= j.
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We define V0t = O0t for the background. In fact, we do not want to segment the occluded part of the background (in reality O0t = Ωt ) and we only focus on its visible part. From the image point of view, the visible part of the objects can be represented with a labeling function λ : Ωt 7→ [0; N ], that associates each pixel of the current image with an object or the background. We then have: x ∈ Vit ⇔ λ(x) = i. 1.5 Overview of the paper This paper is organized as follows. We first detail two related existing methods from the literature in section 2. Next, the dynamical model and the proposed energy are presented in section 3. The discretization of the energy and the resolution by graph cuts is detailed in section 4. Some results and comparisons with the method of [22] are finally presented in section 5. The whole implementation details are given in Appendix.



2



R ELATED



WORKS



In this first section, we describe some state-of-the-art functionals dedicated to segmentation and tracking of objects. Many graph cuts based methods have been proposed for segmentation issues but very few works use this methodology for tracking. This section presents two works that are directly related to the proposed approach. They both consider that the whole objects are visible and do not take into account the occluding parts. In that case, for all i = 0 · · · N , Vit = Oit . In this section, we therefore refer to an object by its visible part. 2.1 Segmentation A simple segmentation of the background and the N objects (inspired by the work of Boykov and Jolly [1]) can be obtained, at each time t, by minimizing the following energy with respect to the labeling function λ: J(λ) = ED (λ) + ER (λ).



(1)



The data term ED measures the likelihood Pi of a pixel to belong to an object i: ED (λ) = −



N XX



x∈Ωt



i=0



ln (Pi (x)) δ (λ(x) − i) ,



where δ(l) is the characteristic function (equals to 1 if l = 0 and 0 otherwise). The regularization term ER is: X X ER (λ) = RΩ F (I(x, t), I(z, t))[1 − δ(λ(x) − λ(z))], x∈Ωt z∈N l (x)



where RΩ > 0 is the regularization parameter and F : R × R 7→ R+ is a decreasing function that penalizes the spatial discontinuities of the segmentation according to the image data. A cost is then paid when two neighbor pixels x and z have different labels, i.e., λ(x) 6= λ(z) and δ(λ(x) − λ(z)) = 0. This regularization is equivalent to the minimization of the length of the boundaries between objects. Note that the neighborhood of a pixel x involved in energy (1) is defined by: N l (x) = {z ∈ Ωt such that 0 < |z − x| ≤ l}.



(2)



With such a model, the segmentations obtained at each time obviously suffer from temporal inconsistencies.
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2.2 Tracking with predictions We now explain how using predictions allows enforcing the temporal consistency. To that end, we briefly review the method proposed in [22], [23], where the visible parts Vit of the i = 1 · · · N objects are tracked. In this work, the segmentation obtained at a frame t is used as a constraint for the segmentation at time t + 1. Assuming that the mean velocity (or a model of the mean velocity) is known for each object, the t+1|t of the object i at frame t + 1. authors translate the current estimation at time t to have a prediction Vi t+1|t The pixels that do not belong to the predicted set Vi are discouraged to be associated with the object i. This penalization is done with a new term: Eγ (λ) = γ



N X X



i=1 x∈Ωt+1



di (x)δ(λ(x) − i).



In this appearance term, an Euclidean distance function di (x) to the prediction is introduced for all x ∈ Ωt+1 as di (x) = min |z − x|. t+1|t



z∈Vi



This distance (weighted by the cost γ > 0) is taken into account in order to constraint the new estimation to be in the spatial neighborhood of the prediction. A cost is then paid for the areas that do not belong t+1|t to the prediction but are nevertheless segmented as objects (namely Vit+1 \Vi ). This property makes the process able to deal with tracking problems by adding coherence on shape and position between successive temporal segmentations. This new model completes the energy (1) as it is adapted to objects presenting a quite continuous deformation in space and time: J(λ) = ED (λ) + Eγ (λ) + ER (λ).



(3)



Note however that, in case of partial and total occlusions, there is no special model involved to recover the shape of the tracked object. Hence, in case of tracking of multiple objects, occlusions between objects can not be treated correctly as a single pixel can not belong to two different objects. To illustrate this limitation, we applied this method to a sequence from PETS 20011 , where we aim at tracking a truck and a pedestrian. On this sequence, the algorithm of [22] loses the pedestrian during its partial occlusion by the truck (see Figure 2). As the occluded parts of the objects are not considered, the pedestrian disappears due to the weight of the regularization term. Moreover, the tracking of the truck boils over the background and even segments another pedestrian with similar color. Increasing the weight of the regularization term allows rejecting these last errors, as illustrated in Figure 3, but the tracking of the pedestrian is almost impossible with such a high regularization parameter. In this sequence, the only solution would be to apply independently the algorithm of [22] to the truck and to the pedestrian with different regularization parameters. The previous experiments show the limitations of the methods only based on the tracking of the visible t+1|t part of the objects. More precisely, there is no energy term dealing with the bad predicted areas Vi \Vit+1 t t and the representation of the occluded parts of the objects Oi \Vi is not considered. In this work, we want to deal with partial and total occlusions and also handle bad segmentations properly (reject false segmentation that may occur at one time) thanks to the motion information. To that end, we will present in the next sections a model that considers non empty intersections between objects segmentation, and explain how a dynamical model permits dealing correctly with occlusions. We will show that the temporal predictions enables modeling, regularizing and tracking both visible and occluded parts of the objects. 1. database PETS: Performance Evaluation of Tracking and Surveillance, available on http://www.cvg.rdg.ac.uk/slides/pets.html
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t = 20



t = 30



t = 40



t = 60



t = 80



t = 100



Fig. 2. Truck and pedestrians [22]: Only the visible part of the objects are tracked and the pedestrian is lost when partially occluded by the truck. Moreover, parts of the background and even another pedestrian are finally segmented as truck. In this example γ = 1 and RΩ = 10.



t = 22



t = 42



t = 72



Fig. 3. Truck and pedestrians [22]: Increasing the weight of the regularization term (RΩ = 15) allows removing some artifacts. However, as the visible part of the pedestrian is too small, its tracking is lost even before the partial occlusion. In this example γ = 1.
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D EFINITION



OF THE PROPOSED TRACKING MODEL



In this section, a method to estimate both the visible and occluded parts of the tracked objects using predictions is proposed. By segmenting good and bad predictions, we aim at dealing with the occlusions, the disappearances and the regularization of the occluded parts of the tracked objects. In the end, our model will allow tracking and segmenting several objects, while encouraging the conservation of their shapes and motions. 3.1 Using predictions to deal with occlusions In order to define a new functional taking into account both the predictions and the occluded parts of the t+1|t t+1|t and Oi . tracked objects, we need to clearly define the predicted sets Vi 3.1.1 Predicted sets Definition 3.1: Assuming that the estimation of the visible and occluded parts of the object i at time t is known, and that this object is guided by a mean velocity vector v¯it between time t and t + 1, the t+1|t t+1|t predicted sets Vi and Oi are defined as: t+1|t



Vi



t+1|t



Oi



= {y + v¯it ∈ Ωt+1 , such that y ∈ Vit },



= {y + v¯it ∈ Ωt+1 , such that y ∈ Oit }.



(4)



Note that the visible predicted sets of different objects can have a non null intersection. We will discuss in details in subsection 3.3 how the velocities v¯it are computed.
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A simple but useful observation can be made from the construction of the predicted sets. At time t, the t+1|t t+1|t and Oi visible part Vit of the object i is a subset of the whole object Oit . As the predicted sets Vi have been built by translating Vit and Oit , the prediction of the visible part is necessarily a subset of the t+1|t t+1|t ⊂ Oi . prediction of the whole object: Vi 3.1.2 Occluded sets There is an important point that must be clarified now: what assumption do we need to handle the partial and total occlusions of the objects? Indeed, Oit+1 \Vit+1 , the occluded part of an object i at time t + 1, can not be estimated only with the color data available at time t + 1. Some additional information is needed to track correctly this occluded part. In this work we make the following assumption: Assumption 3.2: We assume that the occluded part of an object at time t + 1 is a subset of the t+1|t prediction of the whole object from time t: Oit+1 \Vit+1 ⊂ Oi . This necessary assumption is the only strong assumption used in this paper. We nevertheless believe that it makes sense as motion models are able to deal correctly with simple occlusions [15], [26], [27] for any kind of target. In this work, we will use simple motion estimation on the visible areas of the tracked object through Lucas-Kanade approach [21]. Other assumptions could have been made. For instance, one could have used prior information on the shape to deal with partial occlusions as in [9]. However, this kind of approach needs a pre-processing learning step depending on the target, that we would like to avoid. We then prefer not having any morphological assumption on the tracked object and let the dynamical model do its job. 3.1.3 Defining and labeling good and bad predictions t+1|t into two The estimation of the object i at time t + 1, Oit+1 , permits to segment the prediction Oi t+1|t t+1|t t+1 t+1 ∩ Oi and the bad predicted set Oi \Oi . disjoint subsets: the good predicted set Oi t+1|t Naturally, if the estimation of Oit and its motion are good enough, the bad predicted set Oi \Oit+1 should be empty. In practice, it is obviously not the case, as the objects can be deformable and the motion we consider is a simple translation. We now introduce a second labeling function π : ∪i Oit 7→ [0; 1]. This labeling function represents the good and bad predictions: a pixel y i ∈ Oit will be a good (resp. bad) prediction if π(y i ) = 1 (resp. π(y i ) = 0). Let us now explain how the good and bad predictions will allow representing disappearance and occlusion of the tracked pixels of the objects. 3.1.4 Interacting pixels From definition 3.1, the pixel y i of the object Oit is associated with the pixel x = y i + v¯it of the image at time t + 1. In order to enhance the model and consider disappearances and occlusions, we create a strong link between the labels of these interacting pixels y i and x. Recalling that λ(x) = i ⇔ x ∈ Vit , four cases can be described: •



•



•



•



t+1|t



∩ Oit+1 ) and x is labeled with the object i (x ∈ Vit+1 ): x belongs y i is a good prediction (x ∈ Oi t+1|t to Vit+1 , the visible part of the object i (more precisely x ∈ Vit+1 ∩ Oi ). y i is a good prediction and x is not labeled with the object i (x ∈ / Vit+1 ): x belongs to the occluded t+1|t from assumption 3.2). part of the object i (x ∈ Oit+1 \Vit+1 ⊂ Oi t+1|t t+1 i y is a bad prediction (x ∈ Oi \Oi ) and x is not labeled with the object i: x belongs to the bad t+1|t predicted area associated to the object i (x ∈ Oi \Oit+1 ). y i is a bad prediction and x is labeled with the object i: the situation is impossible.
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As shown in Table 1, a summary of these possibilities can then be made in term of labels. λ(x) = i λ(x) 6= i



π(y i ) = 1 Good prediction and pixel visible (x ∈ Vit+1 ) Good prediction and pixel occluded (x ∈ Oit+1 \Vit+1 )



π(y i ) = 0 Impossible t+1|t Bad prediction (x ∈ Oi \Oit+1 )



TABLE 1 Description of the different cases associated to the label value of interacting pixels y i ∈ Oit and x ∈ Ωt+1 , with x = y i + v¯it . 3.2



Extending the energy t+1|t



Let us now explain how the predicted sets Oi will be used and incorporated into the energy function in order to obtain a better temporal consistency and deal with occlusions. 3.2.1 Temporal consistency and bad segmentations rejections The bad predictions come from the disappearance of some pixels of the object (from deformation) and/or from error of construction of the predicted sets (due to the motion model). t+1|t A new energy term is needed to monitor the bad predicted area Oi \Oit+1 . From definition 3.1, a pixel y i ∈ Oit has as corresponding predicted pixel: x = y i + v¯it ∈ Ωt+1 . As the bad predicted area corresponds to the case π(y i ) = 0 and λ(x) 6= i, the new term is defined as Eβ (π, λ) =



N X X



i=1 y i ∈Oit



βi (y i )δ(π(y i ))[1 − δ(λ(x) − i)].



Here the penalization is made through the function βi ∈ R, described in the next section, that will measure the difference between the local measured velocity at point y i and the mean motion of the object. Using the motion information will allow rejecting some bad segmentations that may occur at one time. Namely, if the velocity of a pixel y i is far from the mean motion while x does not belong to the object, minimizing Eβ is equivalent to setting y i as a bad prediction. This new term will also add temporal consistency to successive segmentations by keeping as object the predicted pixels corresponding to good predictions. 3.2.2 Tracking occluded parts of the objects t+1|t t+1|t ∩ Vit+1 ) and ∩ Oit+1 can be separated into two parts: its visible part (Oi The good predicted set Oi t+1|t ∩ (Oit+1 \Vit+1 )). its occluded part (Oi As the original energy (1) already measures the likelihood of the whole visible set Vit+1 through the data term, we only need to handle the occluded part of the prediction. This will be done by penalizing t+1|t ∩ (Oit+1 \Vit+1 ), from assumption 3.2). This region the area of the occluded part (Oit+1 \Vit+1 = Oi i t i corresponds to the pixels y ∈ Oi such that π(y ) = 1, whose associated predicted pixel x = y i + v¯it is occluded by another object (λ(x) 6= i). A new energy term can then be defined: Eµ (π, λ) = µ



N X X



i=1 y i ∈Oit



d˜i (x)δ(π(y i ) − 1)[1 − δ(λ(x) − i)].



This new term includes a weight parameter µ ∈ R. Moreover, as we want the occluded and visible parts of t+1|t an object to be spatially close, we better use the distance di (x) of a pixel x ∈ Ωt+1 to Vi to encourage the final occluded set to be close to the prediction of the visible part of the object. As this distance is t+1|t null ∀x ∈ Vi , we here consider the distance d˜i (x) = di (x) + 1. Indeed, we also want to penalize the t+1|t occluded parts contained inside the prediction: Oi ∩ Vit+1 . Let us note that, if the visible part of the object i is empty (complete occlusion of the object i), we compute di (x) as the distance to the predicted t+1|t set Oi , ∀x ∈ Ωt+1 .
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3.2.3 Coherence constraint t+1|t Recalling that the good predicted visible area (Vit+1 ∩ Vi ) is implicitly considered by the data and appearance terms of energy (3), the case π(y i ) = 1 and λ(x = y i + v¯it ) = i is already treated. From this observation and the two last energy terms, it appears that only one case is still not addressed. In fact, when the pixel y i ∈ Oit is a bad prediction of the object i, its corresponding predicted pixel x = y i + v¯it can not be associated with the object i. This last case can be explained mathematically as: π(y i ) = 0 ⇒ λ(x = y i + v¯it ) 6= i.



(5)



We impose this constraint by adding an energy term: EC (π, λ) = U



N X X



i=1 y i ∈Oit



δ(π(y i ))δ(λ(x) − i),



with U → +∞ a huge value that prevents from impossible associations. 3.2.4 Spatial regularization of the whole objects Finally, an additional term will allow regularizing spatially the occluded parts of the objects by penalizing the length of the boundary between good and bad predicted regions. It will therefore involves the t+1|t neighborhoods Nil,t+1 (y i ) = {z i ∈ Oi , such that z i ∈ N l (y i )} and Rp ≥ 0 a constant of regularization: ERp (π) = Rp



N X X X



[1 − δ(π(y i ) − π(z i ))].



i=1 y i ∈Oit z i ∈N l,t+1 (y i ) i



3.2.5 Final Model Merging all the terms introduced from the beginning, our tracking problem consists in minimizing the following energy: min E(π, λ) = ED (λ) + Eγ (λ) + Eβ (π, λ) + Eµ (π, λ) + EC (π, λ) + ER (λ) + ERp (π) π,λ | {z } | {z } | {z } | {z } (A)



(B)



(C)



(6)



(D)



The terms of the energy have been merged in the following sense. The term A consists of energies involving single pixels of the image domain Ωt+1 . The term B is dedicated to energies depending on pairs of interacting pixels: y i ∈ Oit and x = y i + v¯it ∈ Ωt+1 . The term C (resp. D) involves pairs of neighboring pixels in the image area Ωt+1 (resp. the predicted areas Oit ). Minimizing this energy gives the optimal labeling λ and enables obtaining the sets Vit+1 ⊂ Oit+1 in the following way: t+1 • for all x ∈ Ω , if λ(x) = i, then x ∈ Vit+1 ⊂ Oit+1 , i t i i • for all y ∈ Oi , if π(y ) = 1, then x = y + v ¯it ∈ Oit+1 . With respect to the energy of Malcom et al. (3), our model now fully describes what is happening in real tracking applications: appearance, disappearance and occlusions. Let us now explain how the motion information is used to define the functions βi .
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3.3 Use of motion information To build the predicted sets and to compute the function βi (y i ), we assume that the objects move, up to an uncertainty, with a mean velocity v¯it . We therefore use Gaussian velocity models and characterize the motion of each object i at time t with the law N (¯ vit , σit ) defined by the mean motion v¯it and the variance σit . To compute the unknowns v¯it and σit , a set of points of interest is considered: {ptij }j=1···Nit ∈ Vit , where Nit is the number of points of interest detected (by the Harris corner detector [16], for example) in the visible part of object i at time t. The optical flow vectors vijt are computed at these points with a simple Lucas-Kanade multi-resolution scheme [21] (using the values I(ptij , t), ∇I(ptij , t) and I(ptij , t + 1) at the finer scale). More complex motion estimators could have been used. Nevertheless, as our prediction is finally obtained with a simple mean motion, we prefer to rely on a fast and simple motion estimator. To add a temporal consistency in the successive estimations, we also rely on a dynamical model on the velocities of each object. 3.3.1 Dynamical model Assuming that we already have a previous estimation of the mean v¯it−1 and the variance σit−1 of the velocity of the object, we use these values to filter the new vector estimation with: v˜ijt = Kij vijt + (1 − Kij )¯ vit−1  |vijt − v¯it−1 | ) where Kij = max k, exp(− σit−1 | {z }



Filter the velocity values



Pi (ptij ) | {z }



(7)  ,



Probability of belonging to the object i



and k is the minimum wanted value of mean velocity update rate. This parameter determines a priori the quality of the chosen constant motion model. If an object really follows this velocity model, one can set k = 0. On the other hand, if the velocity of the tracked object is quite unpredictable, k should be chosen closer to 1. From our experimentations, we fixed this parameter to 0.25, in order to ensure a minimum evolution of the motion value. In [22], [23], the involved velocity model is a simple filter that projects the centroid of an object forward in time with respect to the moving average of the past T > 0 displacements. The authors also take into account the possible error of prediction, by computing a scalar coefficient for each object. We believe that such an error model is too coarse and can not be adapted in case of objects presenting strong changes of motion direction. Thus, using a parameter representing the velocity uncertainty (k instead of T ) and applying a local process to the different points of interest enables us to capture more information. As will be demonstrated in the experimental section, in contrary to our method, the criteria used by Malcolm et al. is unable to recover bad prediction, and sometimes leads to unwanted over-segmentations. Remark also that more sophisticated models involving dense motions [7] and/or the analysis of occluded motion could have been studied [24], [34]. Nevertheless, as a pixel to pixel correspondence is needed t+1|t sets, we chose the simplest form of motion (translation) between the prediction Oit and predicted Oi and a basic dynamical model, in order to reduce the computational cost. From equation (7), the new mean and variance values of the object velocity can be computed: t



v¯it



t



Ni Ni 1 X 1 X t t = t v˜ , and σi = t (˜ v t − v¯it )2 . Ni j=1 ij Ni j=1 ij



If no point of interest has been detected for an object i, we simply choose v¯it = v¯it−1 and σit = σit−1 .



(8)
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3.3.2 Predicted sets construction Thanks to definition 3.1, for each object i, the mean motion vector v¯it enables obtaining, by translation t+1|t t+1|t and Oi . It may happen that, for some pixels y i ∈ Oit , their of Vit and Oit , the predicted sets Vi correspondent y i + v¯it does not belong to the image domain Ωt+1 . Once the predictions have been realized, we redefine the sets Oit a posteriori, by removing these pixels y i : t|t+1



Oit = Oi



= {y i ∈ Oit , such that y i + v¯it ∈ Ωt+1 }.



(9)



This step only affects the parts of the objects that leave the image domain, so that it has no consequence on the predictions. It nevertheless enables having a useful bijective correspondence between the sets Oit t+1|t and Oi . In practice, we simply use the integer parts of v¯it and σit in order to have a pixel to pixel correspondence. 3.3.3 Error of prediction The computed motion vectors also have an important role in the functions βi (y i ). More precisely, if an interest point ptij has a velocity vijt very different from the mean velocity of the object i, its associated predicted pixel x = ptij + v¯it is more unlikely to belong to object i. In other words, we can assume that the motion vector computed at this point is erroneous. Introducing the variance coefficient: etij = we finally define the function of prediction errors βi (ptij ) as: βi (ptij ) = β +



1/(etij + ǫ) | {z }



Encourages the vectors close to the mean value



−



t



(2eij − 1) | {z }



,



t −¯ |vij vit−1 |



σit−1



,



(10)



Penalizes the motion vectors far from the mean value



where β ∈ R and ǫ > 0 are some real parameters. If the measured motion vijt at point ptij is close to the mean motion value v¯it of the object i, then the predicted pixel x = ptij + v¯it should belong to the object i. In such a case, etij will be small and βi (x) high. Thanks to the second term of relation (10), the cost of assigning ptij as a bad prediction will be high. The third term has almost the opposite role: if the motion vector measured at point ptij is far enough from the mean velocity of the object i, its corresponding pixel may not belong to the object for the next time step. The exponential operator will then decrease the value of βi (y i ) and the pixel x = ptij + v¯it will t+1|t be encouraged to disappear (i.e., belong to the set Oi \Oit+1 . Finally, for the points y i belonging to Oit which are not interest points, we set βi (y i ) = β (so, a fortiori, in the current occluded sets, we have βi (y i ) = β, ∀y i ∈ Oit \Vit ). As a specific regularization is involved t+1|t (with the term E of the cost function), the local motion information, that is on the predicted sets Oi only available at the interest points ptij , will be diffused. Note also that if the value of the motion is not informative, with σit−1 high or etij = 1, then βi (y i ) = β. This is a simple but important improvement of [22], [23], as our use of the motion measures allows correcting the bad estimations and predictions of the tracked objects.



4



G RAPH



CONSTRUCTION



To minimize the energy (6) we need to create a graph adapted to the energy such that the minimum cut corresponds to the minimum of the energy. Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph built for our graph cuts minimization problem. The set of vertices V = {nx } classically corresponds to the set of pixels x ∈ Ωt+1 with two additional distinguished terminal vertices {S, T } called the source and the sink.
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A novelty of our graph, inspired from [5], [6], is that additional vertices nyi are considered, for all previously segmented pixels y i ∈ Oit . They are necessary to handle properly the occluded parts of the objects, since such information can not be represented considering only one vertex for one pixel of the current image. The set of edges representing the energy value and linking the vertices is denoted by E. As illustrated in Figure 4, the vertices nyi and nx , corresponding to a previously estimated pixel y i of object i and its associated prediction x = y i + v¯it naturally communicate in the graph. These links are the key point of the tracking of occluded parts. ny21



ny11



ny21



nx4



nx3



nx2



nx1



O1t



t+1|t



O2



nx6



nx5



ny22



O2t



t+1|t



O1



Fig. 4. Nodes of the graph. For each pixel xi ∈ Ωt+1 of the current image, a vertex nxi is created. For each pixel yji , t+1|t



j = 1, 2, of the object Oit , i = 1, 2, some additional vertices nyji are added. The predicted sets Oi t+1|t



presented and the bijective links between the vertices of Oit and Oi



are drawn.



∈ Ωt+1 are also



In order to minimize the energy (6) within the graph, an α-expansion algorithm [3] is applied. In one so-called cycle, the α-expansion successively tests each label α ∈ {0 · · · N }. The algorithm then realizes cycles until convergence. Assuming that we have current labeling functions λ and π, during an expansion corresponding to the label α ∈ {0 · · · N }, a node nx associated to a pixel x ∈ Ωt+1 , can shift to the label α or keep its current label λ(x). The situation is different different for the vertices nyi corresponding to the pixels y i ∈ Oit of an object i. We recall that for these pixels, the label π(y i ) = 0 corresponds to a bad prediction, whereas π(y i ) = 1 denotes a good prediction. Remember also that the label of a pixel of the predicted set y i ∈ Oit is linked to the label of its corresponding prediction x = y i + v¯it ∈ Ωt+1 . This leads to considering two cases for the possible moves of the label π(y i ): α = i and α 6= i. For an expansion α, the pixels y i of the set Oit associated to the particular object i = α can keep their current label (0 or 1) or move it to 1 (i.e., good prediction). The interacting pixel x = y i + v¯it can take the label α, only if y i is a good prediction. On the other hand, the pixels of the sets Oit relatives to the objects i 6= α can keep their current label (0 or 1) or move it to 0 (i.e., bad prediction). Namely, if y i is not a good prediction, its interacting pixel x = y i + v¯it can not take the label α (from relation (5)). This last case is valid for the sets Oit of all the objects (i = 1 · · · N ) when the background is treated (α = 0). In the Appendix, we give more details on the α-expansion algorithm that minimizes the cost function (6) and finds the labeling functions λ and π. One can check that all the involved energies are submodular or regular in the sense of [20]. In this work, we use the algorithm presented in [2] to find the maximal flow of the graph. In practice, at each time t, the labeling function is initialized with λ(x) = 0 (all the pixels of the current image are associated to the background) and π(y i ) = 0 (all the predictions are bad). Note that if we find Oit+1 = ∅, for an object i at time t + 1, we then remove this object from the tracking process. The overall process is summed up in algorithm 4.1.
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Algorithm 4.1: 1 Initialization: – Assuming that all the objects are entirely visible at the initial time t = 0, each object i = 1 · · · N is initialized with Vi0 = Oi0 . – The set V00 = O00 is built. – The probability functions Pi , i = 0 · · · N , are built. 2 Process at time t + 1: – Find the points of interest in Vit , i = 1 · · · N , and compute their optical flow. – Filter the motion vectors in order to obtain v¯it and the functions βi , i = 1 · · · N . t+1|t t+1|t – Predict the sets Vi ⊂ Oi , i = 1 · · · N. – Initialize the sets at time t + 1 with Vit+1 = Oit+1 = ∅, i = 1 · · · N and V0t+1 = O0t+1 = Ωt+1 . – Construct the graph and apply the α-expansion algorithm given in Appendix to minimize the energy (6) and obtain Vit+1 and Oit+1 , i = 0 · · · N . – Set t = t + 1 and return to 2.



5



E XPERIMENTS



Before presenting experiments, the parameters related to the modeling choices are discussed. 5.1 Short discussion As the energy we minimize is composed of 6 different terms, the minimum parameters that have to be tuned is 5. However, from our experiments, we have observed that most of them can be fixed. 5.1.1 Object distributions As the results were obtained from color sequences, we chose to represent the probability of a pixel to belong to an object with a normalized 3D histogram. We decided to use 16 bins for each channel of color, so that each object is represented with 163 bins. To handle the changes of illumination and be able to deal with occlusions, the histograms must be updated carefully [25]. In this work, we update them continuously, taking into account both the past histogram and the current visible part of each tracked object. 5.1.2 Regularity function To regularize the segmentation on the image, we use a classical function (as in [1]) that encourages the discontinuities of segmentation to coincide with the image discontinuities. For all x ∈ Ωt+1 , z ∈ N l (x), we then chose the function F as: F (I(x, t), I(z, t)) =



1 |I(x, t) − I(z, t)|2 exp(− ) |x − z| σI



where σI is the allowed standard variation. Let us underline that in all our applications, we fixed σI = 80 and the regularization parameter weighting this energy to RΩ = 10. We use a 8-neighborhood system, √ that corresponds to n = 2 in definition (2). The regularization of the occluded parts of the objects are handled with the parameter Rp = 1. 5.1.3 Occlusion vs disappearance As we would like to keep tracking the occluded part of the object, we should impose µ < β. However, if the velocity computed at a point of interest y i is far from the mean velocity of its corresponding object i, thanks to definition (10), we will have βi (y i ) < µ. This will encourage disappearance instead of occlusion. The parameter ǫ of definition (10) has been set to 0.01.
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5.2 Results The algorithm has been tested on 5 image sequences. The hand-made initializations, the tracking results, the different parameters as well as the mean computational costs are given. Both visible and occluded parts of the tracked objects are drawn (dark color for the visible part and light color for the occluded part2 ). The occluded part acts like an uncertainty guided by the prediction around the visible estimation and helps the process to deal with occlusions. To compare our results with the method of [22], [23], we realized the same experiments fixing Rp , βi and µ to 0, thus recovering the original energy (3). We did not compare with the method of [5], [6] as it requires some external observations. As illustrated by the 5 image sequences treated, when tuning appropriately the three main parameters µ, β and γ, our method is more able to deal with partial and total occlusions and gives more stable segmentations with respect to [22], [23]. Indeed, the tracking of all the objects is realized conjointly by the global graph cuts minimization, and not independently as in [5], [6], [23]. Unlike [22], the representation of the occluded and visible parts of the objects allows dealing well with interacting objects. To show the limitations of our model, namely the tuning of the three parameters µ, β and γ, we will also present the results obtained by our method with standard values: µ = 1.5, β = 2.5 and γ = 0.5 and explain the reason of the failures. Moreover, here we consider errors of prediction that enable to correct bad estimations. Let us also note that the kind of sequences we treat here is much more challenging than the one presented in [22], [23], where objects with slow motions in quite uniform background (as the football example here presented) were tracked. 5.2.1 Wakeboarder (240 images, 340x240 pixels, 1 object, 5.3 frames/second). Parameters: µ = 1.5, β = 2.5 and γ = 0.5 (little enough to authorize the appearance of pixels quite far from the prediction, as the motion of the wakeboarder is large). This first sequence presents a wakeboarder who has a lot of change of motion direction. In this simple sequence without occlusions, as illustrated in Figure 5, the wakeboarder is well tracked along time.
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Fig. 5. Wakeboarder sequence:µ = 1.5, β = 2.5, γ = 0.5. The dark red indicates the visible part of the tracked object whereas the light red denotes the occluded part. The large motion of the boarder at the end of the sequence is well handled by the algorithm. 2. The different colors are more visible in http://sites.google.com/site/nicolaspapadakis/video tracking
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To illustrate the influence of the parameters and the interest of our motion error model, we applied the method of [23] to this sequence by fixing Rp , βi and µ to 0. In Figure 6, we see that both our method and the one of [23] fail if the parameter γ is too high, as the prediction is bad and the dynamical model is not adapted to the large change of motions.



(a)



(b)
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Fig. 6. Wakeboarder sequence results: (a) Application of [23] with Rp = 0, µ = 0, βi = 0 and γ = 2. (b) Our method with Rp = 1, µ = 2, β = 2.5 and γ = 2. The motion of the wakeboarder presents some large changes of amplitude in time that are not well handled by the dynamical model. The tracking is thus lost for both methods with γ too high, as this parameter weights the distance of the estimated segmentation with respect to the prediction.



From Figure 7, it is clear that a smaller value of γ allows [23] to search farther from the prediction and track well the object. However, as a global error of prediction on the object is taken into account in [23], through a scalar number to weight the influence of γ , this modification leads to over-segmentations. The segmentation boils that has boiled over the background at one time (frame 70) is never corrected (frames 80 and 90). On the contrary, our scheme allows enforcing the points of interest to belong or not to the segmentation, thanks to the local decision taken by relation (10). We are then more robust to over-segmentation.
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Fig. 7. Wakeboarder sequence results: (a) Application of [23] with Rp = 0, µ = 0, βi = 0 and γ = 0.5. (b) Our method with Rp = 1, µ = 2, β = 2.5 and γ = 0.5. The tracking is quite good in this example, the large motion between consecutive frames is handled by reducing the value of the parameter γ to 0.5. This lower parameter leads to segmenting parts of the background as object with [23], whereas our error of prediction model (equation (10)) is able to reject some bad detections.
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5.2.2 Truck and pedestrians (100 images, 340x240 pixels, 2 objects, 4.2 frames/second). Parameters: µ = 1, β = 1.5 and γ = 2.0 (the motion of the objects are small). In this sequence from PETS 2001, a truck and a pedestrian with linear motions are tracked. We can see, from the occluded part representation and the dynamic constraint, that the pedestrian is well recovered after its occlusion. Moreover, as illustrated on Figure 8, even if some bad segmentations of the truck are sometime present, the segmentation is always well recovered after some frames, as the motion of the bad part of the segmentation is rejected by the process. When comparing with results obtained by [22] on Figures 2 and 3, we see that our method is able to solve the two principal problems: dealing with occlusions and reject false segmentations.



Initialization
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Fig. 8. Truck and pedestrian sequence µ = 1, β = 1.5 and γ = 2.0: . The dark blue (resp. red) indicates the visible part of the truck (resp. the pedestrian) whereas the light blue (resp. red) denotes the occluded part. Thanks to the tracking of the occluded parts, the pedestrian is well recovered after its occlusion (t = 64). When the segmentation of the truck boils over the background (see t = 47), this erroneous area is rejected after few frames (see t = 51) thanks to the error model. It is also interesting to note that the electric pole that occludes the truck on frames t = 9 and t = 18 is always segmented as the background (it is colored in light blue which mean that the truck is occluded).



To illustrate the influence of the terms B and C of our energy we now show the results obtained by setting particular value of µ and βi . First of all, let us consider that βi (x) = β. As shown in Figure 9, the motion information is not used to reject bad segmentation that may occur at one time. The segmentation of the truck that boils over the background is never correctly recovered.
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Fig. 9. Truck and pedestrian sequence µ = 1, βi = β = 1.5 and γ = 2.0: The pedestrian is well tracked, but the bad segmentations are not rejected, as no error is taken into account on the local motion of the interest points. To moderate the quality of our result in this sequence, we show in Figure 10 that with the standard parameters, the tracking fails and oversegments the objects. Namely, as the appearance parameter is too small with respect to the size of the image, the process allows searching for the target too far away from the prediction. A solution would be to study the value of this parameter with respect to the velocity of the object. It will be the subject of future works.
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Fig. 10. Truck and pedestrian sequence with standard parameters µ = 1.5, β = 2.5 and γ = 0.5: The small value of the parameter γ leads the process to search for the target too far away from the predictions.



We now describe the extreme possible values of µ ∈ R and β ∈ R. If we set µ = −100, for example, the model will always prefer to consider that the prediction is occluded. This case will then just put the objects as occluded and will not realize tracking. Similarly, fixing βi = −100 will encourage the model to consider that the predictions are always bad, this will end the tracking after one frame. The cases µ = 100 and/or βi = 100 are more interesting. By highly increasing the value of the parameter µ only, we prohibit occlusions and the tracking of the pedestrian is lost after its partial occlusion (Figure 11). Respectively, we obtain increasing occluded areas by setting β = 100, as this value prohibits the disappearance of the tracked area of the objects (Figure 12). Finally, if both µ and βi have high values, it leads to increasing the area of the visible parts of the objects with time (Figure 13).
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Fig. 11. Truck and pedestrian sequence µ = 100, β = 1.5 and γ = 2.0: The pedestrian is lost when partially occluded by the truck. Indeed, the model does not allow occlusion as µ = 100. The oversegmentations in the background are still present.
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Fig. 12.



Truck and pedestrian sequence µ = 1, βi = 100, and γ = 2.0: The dark blue (resp. red) indicates the visible part of the truck (resp. the pedestrian) whereas the light blue (resp. red) denotes the occluded part. As the disappearance of the prediction is discouraged by the model (with βi = 100), the areas of the occluded parts of the objects are increasing with time.
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Fig. 13. Truck and pedestrian sequence µ = 100, βi = 100, and γ = 2.0: As the presence of occluded parts (with µ = 100) and the disappearance of the prediction (with βi = 100) are discouraged by the model, the areas of the visible parts of the objects are increasing with time.
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5.2.3 People in the station (300 images, 240x220 pixels, 4 objects, 2.5 frames/second). Parameters: µ = 0.5, β = 1 and γ = 1. This sequence from PETS 2006 presents four pedestrians that are all dressed up with black clothes. Three men have a very similar motion and walk in group, whereas the woman has an opposite motion. As illustrated by Figure 14, the segmentation of the group of three people is quite well estimated all along the sequence, thanks to the temporal constraint. Moreover, even if the segmentation of one of the man boils over the woman when they cross, the motion constraint rejects this bad segmentation after few frames. However, the process sometimes rejects the feet of the pedestrian, as they have a motion different from the mean motion of the person. Considering additional information such as the direction of the motion could enable recovering these missing parts of the objects.
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Fig. 14. People in the station sequence: µ = 0.5, β = 1 and γ = 1. The dark colors indicate the visible parts of the tracked objects whereas the light ones denote the occluded parts. As illustrated by the first frame, all 4 pedestrians are dressed up with black clothes. The algorithm is nevertheless able to track correctly each person. Even if the segmentation of one of the man boils over the woman when they cross (t = 95), the motion constraint occludes this bad segmentation after a few frames (t = 100), before rejecting it (t = 101).
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When using the standard parameters, the process gives globally good results but it merges two pedestrians, as illustrated in Figure 15. Note that the partial occlusion with the woman is nevertheless well recovered.
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Fig. 15. People in the station sequence - results with standard parameters: µ = 1.5, β = 2.5 and γ = 0.5. The algorithm fails by merging two pedestrians.



The method of [22] also performs quite well on this example, as can be seen on Figure 16. However, as the occluded parts are not tracked, the results are less accurate when partial occlusion occurs and the segmentation can boil over other pedestrian and the suitcase.
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Fig. 16. People in the station sequence - results with [22]: Rp = 0, µ = 0, βi = 0 and γ = 1. The algorithm fails with the partial occlusion of persons in green and blue as illustrated on frames 95 - 134 and the false green part is only rejected after frame 165 thanks to the regularization. Moreover, the upper person in red is finally confunded with the pedestrian in brown (frame 180), from the absence of occluded part tracking. 5.2.4 Football game (160 images, 488x300 pixels, 15 objects, 0.2 frame/second). Parameters: µ = 1.5, β = 2.5 and γ = 0.5. In this noisy sequence from PETS 2003, 13 players and 2 referees that are all dressed up with similar clothes (red, white and black) are tracked. As illustrated by Figure 17, the disappearance of one of the player from the image is well handled (see t = 30) and the players are correctly recovered after partial occlusions (t = 30 and t = 75).
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Fig. 17. Football sequence: µ = 1.5, β = 2.5 and γ = 0.5. Only the visible parts of the tracked persons are presented. As illustrated by the first frame, the players of each team and the referees have similar colors. The algorithm is nevertheless able to track correctly each player. For visual clarity, only the visible parts of the objects are shown. This example is quite simple, as the player motion is quite small. Since the method of [22] gives similar good results for this example, we did not show this experiment. 5.2.5 Man behind trees (100 images, 360x288 pixels, 1 object, 4.1 frames/second). Parameters: µ = 1.5, β = 2.5 (encourages occlusion instead of disappearance), γ = 0.5. The last sequence consists of a man wearing a (fortunately) red pullover and walking behind trees with a linear motion. This simple motion and the occluded parts representation enable the process to recover the target after the numerous partial and total occlusions. On the other hand, these occlusions make the segmentation quite rough (see Figure 18).
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Fig. 18. Man behind tree sequence: µ = 1.5, β = 2.5 and γ = 0.5. The dark blue indicates the visible part of the tracked object whereas the light blue denotes the occluded part. There are a lot of partial and total occlusions of the target, but the tracking process always recover the man.



One could point out that the red pullover is quite simple to recover, but we would like to underline that even with this fact, it is very difficult to track such an occluded object continuously in time. For instance, methods based on the color would segment the wall (which also contains a high level of red color) during occlusions. Concerning tracking methods as [23], the object is obviously lost at the first total occlusion, as illustrated by the Figure 19.
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Fig. 19. Man behind tree sequence - results with [23]: Rp = 0, µ = 0, βi = 0 and γ = 0.5. The target is lost after the first total occlusion.
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5.2.6 Tuning of parameters In order to help using this method, we now give some hints about parameters tuning. The parameter α represents the weight of occluded area. If set to infinity, the model will only consider visible areas. The parameters µ (resp. β) denotes the appearing (resp. disappearing) areas, if set to infinity, the object size can only decrease (resp. increase). These three parameters usually take value in the range [0, 3]. When the velocity of the object is high, the prediction can be bad, so the appearance parameter µ should be small to allow areas far from the prediction to be segmented. Another important point is the difference between the values of α and β. If β is bigger than α, then the model will encourage the disappearance of objects with respect to their occlusions. One simple example for non deformable objects can finally be detailed. In this case the appearance and disappearance parameters µ and γ can be set to infinity and the object size will remain constant. The position of the object is then only determined by the prediction that varies with respect to the last parameter α. If the occlusion parameter α is also infinite, the object will always be fully visible so the motion model will determine the tracking and no corrections based on the image intensity will be done. In case of occlusions, the tracking of the objects will be lost. On the other hand, if α is small enough, the model will consider occluded areas and the motion will be computed only on the visible parts, allowing the process to deal with occlusions. 5.2.7 Computational cost From these five experiments, we can see that the mean computational time of our non optimized algorithm is around 4 frames per seconds for the tracking of one object in images of size 360x300 with a standard desktop PC. Note that the computational cost of the graph cuts process is proportional to 2N , N being the number of tracked objects. More precisely, the process requires N α-expansions for a cycle and at least 2 cycles of α-expansions (if there is more than one object) to converge. In our applications, we set the maximum number of cycles to 2 as it seems a good compromise between velocity and visual quality of the results. Let us also note that all the pixels of the images are processed. Considering only a narrow band around the predicted sets would naturally speed-up the process. The study of this band will be the subject of future works for real time implementation purpose.
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C ONCLUSION



In this work, we have formalized the notion of visible and occluded parts of an object in an original way. The corresponding energy function contains some new terms that allow tracking and segmenting these two parts of an object of interest. Moreover, this representation permits to naturally deal with the partial and total occlusions of interacting targets. A lot of perspectives can be drawn upon. First of all, as in [6], some external detectors could be incorporated to make the tracking more robust in the case of persistent occlusions but also to handle the entrance of new objects in the scene. Unlike [6], these detections could be used as a set of pixels instead of a simple vertex. Next, the velocity model could be improved in order to create better predictions for deformable objects. Moreover, the direction of the motion measurements could be taken into account in the function β to detect bad predictions. Another important point is the tuning of the parameters. A study of the ratio between object and image sizes could allow setting the regularization parameter to deal properly with small objects. The analysis of the velocity could also permit to define a narrow band around the predictions, which would help fixing the appearance parameter value and decrease the computational cost. Finally, we would aim to impose some global constraints on each tracked object to enhance both visible and occluded segmentations. This could be done with a shape constraint, as in [30], or simply with a pre-determined range of size for each object. An alternative solution is to select a compact characterization of the shape (e.g., pose parameters [4], ellipse parameters [35], normalized central moments [44], or some top-down knowledge [28]). This will be studied in future works.
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A PPENDIX In this appendix, we detail, for all the terms of energy (6), the different graph cases associated to a current labeling λ during an expansion corresponding to the label α. This part enables to re-implement exactly the proposed algorithm. Let G = (V, E) be a directed graph built for our graph cuts minimization problem. The set of vertices t t+1 V = {nx } corresponds to the set of pixels x ∈ P, where P = ∪N , with two additional i=1 Oi ∪ Ω distinguished terminal vertices {S, T } called the source and the sink. The set of edges linking the vertices is denoted by E. A cut C = {VS , VT ) is a partition of the set of vertices such that S ∈ VS , T ∈ VT . The cost of the cut is the sum of the weights of the edges between a vertex in VS and a vertex in VT . A minimum cut is a cut with a minimum cost. It can be found by computing the maximal flow using the Ford and Fulkerson algorithm [13]. In this work, we use the algorithm presented in [2]. Any cut can be described by a set of binary variables {ui }i=1,...,m , one for each vertex in V = {ni }i=1,··· ,m , so that ui = 0 when ni ∈ VS and ui = 1 when ni ∈ VT . Thus, if the graph represents an energy, this energy can be viewed as a function of the m binary variables {ui }. We recall that the set of labels is a finite set [0; N ] with π(y i ) ∈ {0; 1}, for the pixels y i ∈ Oit associated to the vertices nyi and λ(x) ∈ [0; N ] for the pixels of the image x ∈ Ωt+1 associated to the vertices nx . To simplify the notations, let us introduce the whole labeling function f = {λ, π}. An energy E(f˜) corresponding to a labeling f˜ within an α-expansion of f can be represented by the binary variables and a related energy E, through relations : • Unary energies Eu (f˜(x)), for x ∈ P: Eu (f˜(x)) = Eu (0)(1 − u(nx )) + Eu (1)u(nx ), •



Binary energies Eb (f˜(x), f˜(y)), for (x, y) ∈ P × P:



Eb (f˜(x), f˜(y)) = Eb (0, 0)(1 − u(nx ))(1 − u(ny )) + Eb (0, 1)(1 − u(nx ))u(ny ) + Eb (1, 0)u(nx )(1 − u(ny )) + Eb (1, 1)u(nx )u(ny ).



The binary energies are graph representable and can be minimized by graph cuts as soon as [20]: Eb (0, 0) + Eb (1, 1) ≤ Eb (0, 1) + Eb (1, 0).



(11)



As a consequence, we have to check that all our binary energies verify this necessary condition of submodularity. From the different possible values of Eu (·) and Eb (·, ·) , corresponding edges are built in the graph (see [20] for construction details). For a pixel x ∈ Ωt+1 , the binary variable u(nx ) = 1 represents the cost of assigning the label α whereas u(nx ) = 0 is the cost of staying with its current label λ(x). The situation is slightly modified for the vertices nyi corresponding to the pixels y i ∈ Oit , as we have to consider two cases: α = i and α 6= i. Indeed, during an expansion α, the pixels y i of the set Oit relative to the object i = α can keep their current label (0 or 1) or move it to 1 (i.e., good prediction).
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On the other hand, the pixels of the sets Oit associated to the objects i 6= α can keep their current label (0 or 1) or move it to 0 (i.e., bad prediction). This last case is valid for all the sets Oit (i = 1 · · · N ), when the background is treated (α = 0). In term of energy, we have: • •



If is If is



α = i, then u(nyi ) = 1 represents the cost of labeling y i as a good prediction, whereas u(nyi ) = 0 the cost that considers that the current label π(y i ) will be conserved. α 6= i, then u(nyi ) = 1 represents the cost of labeling y i as a bad prediction, whereas u(nyi ) = 0 the cost that considers that the current label π(y i ) will be conserved.



We can now discretize the different terms of the energy (6) for a current expansion α ∈ [0; N ]. (A) Visible and appearance data term: ∀x ∈ Ωt+1 , the costs ED (λ(x)) and Eγi (λ(nx )) can be jointly represented by the energy EDγ associated to the vertex nx with the following values: EDγ (1) = − ln(Pα (x)) + γdα (x), EDγ (0) = − ln(Pλ(x) (x)) + γdλ(x) (x). (B) The terms including the prediction errors, the occlusions and the coherence are merged in one unique i binary energy. ∀y i ∈ Oit and x = y i + v¯it ∈ Ωt+1 , the cost EµβC (π(y i ), λ(x)) corresponds to the energy i EµβC with the following values: (I) If π(y i ) = 1 (If the prediction of pixel y i is good) 1) If α = i (If we are currently testing the label associated to the object i) a) If λ(x) = i (If the pixel x is well predicted and currently associated to object i) i i i i EµβC (0, 0) = EµβC (0, 1) = EµβC (1, 0) = EµβC (1, 1) = 0. b) else i i i i EµβC (0, 0) = EµβC (1, 0) = µd˜i (x) (Occlusion), EµβC (0, 1) = EµβC (1, 1) = 0 (Good prediction). 2) else (α 6= i) a) If λ(x) = i (If the pixel x is well predicted and currently associated to object i) i i i EµβC (0, 0) = 0 (Good prediction), EµβC (0, 1) = µd˜i (x)di (x) (Occlusion), EµβC (1, 1) = i i βi (y ) (Bad prediction), EµβC (1, 0) = +∞ (Impossible, x can not be associated to the object i if y i is a good prediction). b) else i i i i EµβC (0, 0) = EµβC (0, 1) = βi (y i ) (Bad prediction), EµβC (1, 0) = EµβC (1, 1) = µd˜i (x) (Occlusion). (II) else ( π(y i ) = 0, in this case λ(x) = i is impossible) 1) If α = i i i i EµβC (0, 0) = βi (y i ) (Bad prediction), EµβC (1, 0) = µd˜i (x) (Occlusion), EµβC (1, 1) = 0 i (Good prediction), EµβC (0, 1) = +∞ (Impossible, x can not be associated to the object i if y i corresponds to a good prediction). 2) else (α 6= i) i i i i EµβC (0, 0) = EµβC (0, 1) = EµβC (1, 0) = EµβC (1, 1) = βi (y i ). We omit the regularization energies of terms (D) and (E) as it it something classical in graph construction. One can check that all these energies are submodular, in the sense of [20], by checking relation (11) for each case.
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Once the graph has been created and cut, following the algorithm of [2], the values of the binary ˜ is created as follows: variables u(nx ) and u(ny ) are obtained and the expansion λ t+1 ˜ • for all x ∈ Ω , we associate the label λ(x) = α when u(nx ) = 1 (nx is associated to the sink) and ˜ λ(x) = λ(x) when u(nx ) = 0, i t • for all y ∈ Oi , with i = α, we associate the label π ˜ (y i ) = 1 when u(nyi ) = 1 (nyi is associated to the sink) and π ˜ (y i ) = π(y i ) when u(nyi ) = 0, i t • for all y ∈ Oi , with i 6= α, we associate the label π ˜ (y i ) = 0 when u(nyi ) = 1 (nyi is associated to the sink) and π ˜ (y i ) = π(y i ) when u(nyi ) = 0. The update of the visible and occluded parts is then done such that: t+1 • for all x ∈ Ω , if λ(x) = i, then x ∈ Vit+1 ⊂ Oit+1 , i t i i • for all y ∈ Oi , if π(y ) = 1, then x = y + v ¯it ∈ Oit+1 , else x = y i + v¯it ∈ / Oit+1 . In a so-called ”cycle”, this process is applied once for all α ∈ [0; N ]. Cycles are then repeated until convergence. In practice, the process converges most of the time in two cycles (just one cycle is needed if there are no occlusions between objects). A sketch of the graph for a current α-expansion is given in Figure 20. Remark: We would like to underline that despite the similarity with the energy minimized in the work of [22], [23], the overall process has been more inspired from [6] and [19], by adding additional vertices to the classical graph [6] and combining the principle of active vertices (good and bad predictions) as well as the binary function that models occlusions and rejects impossible labeling (see cases (I)2a and i (II)1 of energies EµβC ) [19].
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T Keep old label λ(xi)?



The current expansion corresponds to α = 1. Each vertex corresponding to the pixel xi ∈ Ωt+1 of the current image can keep its old label λ(xi ) (if the edge from the vertex nxi to the sink T is cut) or take the new label α (if the edge from the vertex nxi to the source S is cut). Concerning the predicted sets, we have to differentiate the object 1 (=α) and the object 2 (6= α). For the object 1, that corresponds to the current expansion, the vertices ny1 corresponding to pixels yj1 ∈ O1t , j = 1, 2, take the label π(yj1 ) = 1 j if, at the end of the cut, they are associated with the source S. On the other hand, for the object 2, the vertices ny2 corresponding j to the pixels yj2 ∈ O2t , j = 1, 2, take the label value π(yj2 ) = 0, if at the end of the cut, they are associated with the source S. Note that, when the current expansion corresponds to the background (α = 0), all the objects act like object 2 in the current example. In this graph, the different energies are also illustrated, the black edges linking the vertices representing the pixel of the image to the source and to the sink correspond to the term (A). The green and blue edges linking the prediction and the current segmentation t+1|t (Oi and Oit , i = 1, 2) represent the term (B). The last edges correspond to the two spatial regularizations: in brown the image regularization (term C) and in purple the prediction regularization (term D).
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